Freddie Mac Announces Update of Daily Pay-off Reports

October 4, 2018

Freddie Mac has updated its Daily Pay-off Reports to include an additional six months of pay-off data (covering January through June 2018). In addition to the six months of pay-off data, select 2017 cohorts were also added to the reports.

The previously published historical Daily Pay-off Reports were initially disclosed in July 2017 and then updated in February 2018 to provide daily pay-off data (covering the period January 2008 through December 2017) on certain select, securitized single-family mortgage loan Participation Certificates (PCs) cohorts that were issued from 2002 to 2016.

The historical daily pay-off reports can be accessed at: http://www.freddiemac.com/mbs/security-data/daily-payoff-reports.html

If you have any questions, please contact Investor Inquiry at (800) 336-3672 or Investor_Inquiry@FreddieMac.com.